The operator E q from A q into (m) establishing this isomorphism is defined by E q : {u n }~= 0 -> {q n u n }n =0 . Finally for each n,\u n \^ \\u\\ g /q n . Thus the coordinate functional P n {n) = u n is continuous, being a linear operator on A q . This proves that the space (A q , \\u\\ q ) is a BK space.
By a mapping C of a sequence space X into a sequence space F generated by an infinite complex matrix (c nm ) m, n = 0,1, 2, is 
( 2 ) For each u = {u n }" =0 belonging to the J?iΓ space A p , (C(u)) k = Cj fc(t6) = Σ«=o c An % n on A, is the limit of the sequence of continuous linear operators Σΐ =0 c kn u n j = 0, 1, 2, on A,. The functional analysis method employed herein has implications beyond the proof of Theorem 1. It enables us to extend Heller's result to the space of Borel measurable functions bounded with respect to a weight function. This will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
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